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You’ve probably seen pictures of soldiers in
battle on television or in books. You may have
even played war games on a computer or
games console. But what is it really like to be
in a battle? How do soldiers prepare for, and
deal with, the consequences of battle? You
can explore the answers to these questions by
finding stories about battles in the Soldiers and
Chiefs exhibition and imagining yourself in the
soldier’s place.
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Look at the Battle of Waterloo shown at the top of this colourful tapestry. The scenes suggest
the chaos of battle, with friends and enemies all mixed together.
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8dbgVYZh
The main reason that soldiers are able to
fight in a battle is that they are fighting
with their friends. Like you, soldiers feel
more confident when they are with the
people they know well, and they will take
risks to protect those people.

IgV^c^c\
In battle, a soldier who is trained to use
his weapon and co-operate with his fellow
soldiers will feel more confident and be
more effective than one who doesn’t really
know what he is supposed to do.
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;^\]i^c\i]Z:cZbn
In a battle soldiers have to kill people. In
recent times, they usually have been able
to kill the enemy at a distance with a rifle
bullet or an artillery shell, and didn’t really
see what happened. Before then, they
often had to encounter the enemy at arm's
length, in order to kill him with a pike,
sword or pistol.

7Z^c\LdjcYZY
Many soldiers fear being wounded almost
as much as being killed. A bullet wound
(or in the past, a sword cut) can change
your life forever, making you unable to live
as you did before.

7Z^c\8VeijgZY
Soldiers who are captured by the enemy
are never sure what to expect. In some
cases, they are executed; in others they
are placed in prison camps to sit out the
war. Imprisoned soldiers often find the
inactivity and lack of freedom difficult to
bear.

Hjgk^k^c\
Soldiers say it’s exciting to be shot at and
not hit, but it’s horrible if your good friend
is killed beside you. Men who survive a
battle are often proud of their part in it,
but they also mourn the loss of comrades.
Being in a battle changes people's lives
forever.
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This pikeman would have been trained with other new recruits. They would have performed drills
with the pike over and over until they could do them automatically.
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This prisoner awaits his fate as a rebel in 1798. Will he be executed or transported overseas to
labour as a convict in Australia?
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Listen to the second speaker tell how James Hope and some friends, positioned in the church
yard, took on the local cavalry in 1798 who were firing at them from the street.
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7Z^c\LdjcYZY
This account of Irish soldiers fighting the British in the Napoleonic Wars reveals how, in the
middle of a battle, soldiers can disregard the effects of a serious wound.
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>[ndj]VkZi^bZ, watch this six-minute audio-visual account of the Battle of Fontenoy – there is
an eight-minute gap between showings. If you don’t have time, go to the next activity.
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Hjgk^k^c\
By acting bravely in battle, Lieutenant Massey gained recognition, a presentation sword and an
army nickname. His actions helped him eventually to become a general.
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Here you can feel what a new soldier felt while being trained to use a firearm.
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This is the tragic story of a young soldier badly wounded in battle.
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In the First World War, the British Army created ‘pals battalions', so that men from the same
community could enlist and fight together. Find out what happened to these Dublin pals.
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War is sometimes exciting – find out how Philip Smith tried to escape from a German prison
camp, and how he remembered this event for the rest of his life.
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Listen for the gunshot as you activate this brief film clip of an event on a Dublin street. In guerrilla
war, there are no big battles, just brief, bloody shootouts, often between undercover fighters.
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Peadar Clancy’s fate at the hands of the British Auxiliaries was horrible, but not that unusual.
Similar things happen in guerrilla wars today.
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Many soldiers survived their wounds, but their lives were changed forever.
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The paratrooper Samuel Garland had the unusual job of dropping into battle from the air. He wore
this outfit during a jump and survived the battle.
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